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ADDENDA NUMBER 1

RFP PROJECT: #C1247039 “Old Town San Diego State Historic Park
Design Development, Fabrication, and Installation of Exhibits to Refurbish and
Update the Exhibits in Casa de Estudillo”

AT OLD TOWN SAN DIEGO STATE HISTORIC PARK, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA,
REVISE THE BID DOCUMENTS AS FOLLOWS
THIS ADDENDA #1 IS TO REVISE THE PROJECT as follows:

1. Remove: Final date for Proposal Submission of Thursday, May 23, 2013 @
2:00PM from the RFP Booklet projected Timeline
2. Replace: With New “Revised” Final date for Proposal Submission of Thursday,
May 30, 2013 @ 2:00 PM to the RFP Booklet projected Timeline
3 ADD: ESTUDILLO IEP RESOURCE LIST, PRIMARY SOURCES TO THE RFP
BOOKLET AND THE TABLE OF CONTENTS (ATTACHED)

ALL OTHER REQUIREMENTS, TERMS, AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME. THERE
ARE NO OTHER CHANGES AT THIS TIME.

ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PLEASE SIGN and Return with Bid Documents.
Name: _________________________________________
Name of Company: ________________________________
Date: ____________________
ESTUDILLO IEP RESOURCE LIST

**PRIMARY SOURCES**

**PART OF ADDENDUM #1**

**ARCHIVE FOLDERS**

Davidson, Winifred “Notes on the Jose Antonio Estudillo House Known as CASA DE ESTUDILLO; also as ‘Ramona’s Marriage Place’” typescript, and Interview, dated 1967, San Diego Historical Society Research Archives, p 37.

Davidson, Winifred, “Mrs. Wentworth’s reminiscences” Notes taken SDHS


- “Gardens/Landscapes” Estudillo Garden, Box #10, Folder: Department of Parks and Recreation Archives, Nth & 9th Streets, Sacramento, 9th floor.

Harlan, Esther, “Casa de Estudillo, Old Town San Diego State Historic Park.” 519.2-667, Box #10 “Gardens/Landscapes”; Department of Parks and Recreation Archives, Nth & 9th Streets, Sacramento, CA. 9th Floor. Need to obtain a copy.


- “Kate Sessions Collection”, Natural History Museum, Box #72, Folder 1/18, San Diego Natural History Museum Archives

- “Letter between Jose Maria de Estudillo and Senor Don Francisco de Paula Marin” Aug 13, 1824

- “Letter between Jose Maria de Estudillo and Senor Don Francisco de Paula Marin” Jan 26, 1826

- “Letter between Jose Maria de Estudillo and Senor Don Francisco de Paula Marin” Aug 26, 1828.


**United States CENSUS for 1860. San Diego County. (Typescript of) Historical Files. (OTSDSHP District Library)**

NEWSPAPERS


Baker, Naomi. “Historic Furniture: Father Horton Bedroom, Newly Installed in Ramona’s Marriage Place, Rare Attraction for Visitors to City” The San Diego Union (San Diego, CA) June 2, 1940. p.7.


- “Movie Actor Makes Films at Old Town” San Diego Union, (San Diego, CA) Nov 17, 1916 page 5, col 5.

- “Spanish atmosphere sought in Old Town: Ramona's Marriage Place Background for Moving Picture Scenes” San Diego Union (San Diego, CA) Dec 20, 1912 p 6, col 4.

- “Stage Film Drama in Home of Romance Violin Aids Love Making at Ramona's Marriage Place” San Diego Union (San Diego, CA), Jan 25, 1917, p. 4, col 3-6 e.


Warren, Forrest “Rich, Poor Unite In Tearful Goodbye to Tommy Getz,” San Diego Union Tribune (San Diego, CA) August 4, 1933.

MISCELLANEOUS


Haggland, Mary. “Spanish Pioneers of California 1769-1866” manuscript. Date not noted.


**SECONDARY**

**BOOKS**


Espinosa de los Monteros Rosillo, Patricia, and Joaquín Fernandez de Santaella Martin-Artajo.


Kropp, Phoebe S. *All Our Yesterdays’: The Spanish Fantasy Past and the Politics of Public Memory in Southern California, 1884-1939*. (Ph. D., UCSD, 1999).


**JOURNALS AND ARTICLES**


Davidson, Winifred. “Old Tales of the Southwest: The Adobe Mode”. *San Diego Tribune*


Eddy, Lucinda Liggett. “Lillian Jenette Rice: Search for a Regional Ideal” *Journal of San Diego History* 29. no. 4 (Fall 1983).

Engstrand, Iris, and Mary F. Ward Rancho Guajome: An Architectural Legacy Preserved *Journal of San Diego History* Fall 1995, vol 41 #

Garcia, Mario T. “Merchants and Dons: San Diego’s Attempt at Modernization 1850-1860” *Journal of San Diego History* 21, no.1 (Winter 1975)

Hughes, Charles “The Decline of the Californios: The Case of San Diego, 1846-1856” Journal of San Diego History 21, no.3 (Summer 1975).

Jordan, T.W. “Estudillo: One of Early Homes” The Butterfield Express (Donated copy no date found).

Kelly, Michael M.D. ed. “First Annual Report of the San Diego County Hospital and Poor Farm to the Board of Supervisors, for the Year Ending June 30, 1889” (portion) Journal of San Diego History 48, no.4 (Fall 2002)

“La Casa de Estudillo” Notias Para Los Californianos 10 no.4 (September-December 1978).


Mathes, Valerie Sherer (ed) “Helen Hunt Jackson to Ephraim W. Morse, November 3, 1883” The Journal of San Diego History 42, no.2 (Spring 1996)


Schaffer, Sarah J. “A Significant Sentence Upon the Earth: Irving J. Gill, Progressive Architect Part II: Creating a Sense of Place”. Journal of San Diego History. 43, no. 4. (Fall 2997).


Torres, Manuel “Incidents of Life in Young California”. Translated by Nellie Van De Grift Sanchez. Touring Topics


